The samples used contain 4 layers (50nm ALD, 1μm SiGe, 1μm SiO 2 and 400μm Si from top down. The anisotropic thermal transport properties are measured based on a general twodimensional heat-conduction model across the multilayer system and a uniform heat flux boundary condition between the heater and the top film. The complex temperature rise of a heater is 1,2
Here n is the total number of layers including the substrate, subscript i labels the ith layer starting from the top, subscripts x and y correspond to the in-plane and cross-plane directions respectively, b is the heater half width, k is the thermal conductivity of the layer,  is the angular modulation frequency of the current, d is the layer thickness, and  is the thermal diffusivity.
The anisotropy of the thermal conductivity is introduced through the term k xy , the ratio of the inplane to cross-plane thermal conductivity of the layer.
The fitting is basically a three-step process. Firstly the sample and a reference with wide heater lines are used to independently determine the cross-plane thermal conductivity. Secondly the sample with a heater line with a linewidth comparable to the targeted layer thickness is used to obtain signals containing the anisotropic thermal property information. Thirdly, the in-plane thermal conductivity of the targeted SiGe layer is fitted to the experimental data according to the temperature rise of the line heater under different frequencies (Eq. S1).
Heat loss analysis in 3ω measurement
The two heater lines will work individually with no interaction with each other. Heat loss from the top surface of the 3ω patterns will be estimated in the case of a sample being measured in the vacuum chamber with the pressure better than 10 -5 Torr at 300 K. During the measurement, the heater line will be heated up. Here two factors are taken into consideration: radiation to the chamber shield and conduction heat loss by the residual air in the chamber.
The radiation is estimated from: Thus, the Q rad can be readily calculated to be 8.6×10 -8 W and 9.0×10 -9 W for the wide and thin heater lines, respectively, which is negligibly small compared to the heating power (~10 mW in both cases). 
Determining fitting parameters for bulk Si, Ge and SiGe alloy
The temperature-dependent lattice thermal conductivity of the polycrystalline SiGe layer can be modelled with a Callaway-form approximate analytic solution to Boltzmann Transport Equations for phonons [4] [5] [6] , which assumes a linear dispersion for acoustic phonons and neglects the contributions from optical phonons, i.e.,
where k B is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature,  is the reduced Plank's constant, is the  acoustic phonon group velocity and y = /k B T is the dimensionless phonon angular frequency.
The phonon group velocity of Si (1-x) Ge x alloy is calculated by , where x is
Si Ge the Ge concentration and (L and T denote longitudinal and
transversal acoustic group velocities, respectively) are the average sound speeds for Si (6400 m/s) and Ge (3900 m/s) from experiments, respectively 5 . The cutoff frequency is obtained by
, where the lattice constant a is approximated by according to
Vegard's law 6 . The total scattering rate for bulk SiGe alloy is calculated by considering Umklapp phonon-phonon scattering and alloy scattering according to Matthiessen's rule, . \* MERGEFORMAT S.4
Based on the virtual crystal approximation, the Umklapp scattering rate is expressed as, , \* MERGEFORMAT S.5
with . The alloy scattering term is defined as .
(1 )
alloy Figure S1 shows the temperature dependence of modeling results for bulk Si and Ge, agreeing well with the experimental results 7, 8 . Figure S1 . Temperature dependence of modeling (lines) and experimental (dots) lattice thermal conductivities of bulk Si and Ge from 100 K to 1000 K.
Based on the fitting parameters for bulk Si and Ge, we further modeled the lattice thermal conductivity of bulk SiGe alloy as a function of the Ge concentration at room temperature, as shown in Fig. S2 . One can find reasonable agreements between the modeling results and experimental values 9, 10 . By making comparison with the ab initio results 11 , we find that the virtual crystal method significantly overestimates the thermal conductivity contribution of phonon modes near the Gamma point. This is caused by the overestimated relaxation time near the Gamma point, which has been highlighted in a previous ab initio investigation 11 . Thus, we propose to remove the contribution of phonon modes with frequency less than 0.1 THz, which is negligible according to the ab initio calculations 11 . For the modeling of bulk Si and Ge, such a treatment is not necessary. Figure S2 . Modeling (line) and experimental (dots) lattice thermal conductivities of bulk Si 1-
x Ge x alloy as a function of the Ge concentration x at room temperature.
